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Controlled Access Areas – Actions and Compliance 
Driver or Rider of Record is responsible for the conduct of all persons registered for their 
team including all essential team personnel. This includes 100% adherence to all Health 
Measures of the Bio-Security Protocols while in controlled access areas.  Teams found in 
these areas with any member not complying with the Bio-Security protocols will be 

penalized 15 minutes for the first occurrence and will be disqualified (DQ’d) if a second 

infraction of the protocols is observed. 

RETURNING YOUR STELLA III EVO and SPICA Devices 

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT - Participants finishing the race in the allotted time must make sure that the 
Stella III EVO and SPICA tracking devices are turned into STELLA representatives immediately after crossing 
the finish line. Failure to turn in the Stella III EVO and/or SPICA device will result in your entry being assigned a 
DNF and you will not receive placement or finish points. All competitors that DNF must return the Stella III devices to 
STELLA personnel who will be located at the finish line. If not returning through San Felipe, you must ship devices 
direct to Stella. Shipping instructions are on the Anube Lease Agreement Form you signed to lease the Stella 

III device for the Baja 1000. Devices must be received at Stella by Monday, December 6, 2020. 

Any racer who finishes this event without a Stella III device for whatever reason will be declared a DNF, and will not 
receive placement or finisher points. 

 ➔ IMPORTANT NOTE: Tampering with or covering these Stella devices in any manner will result 
in an automatic disqualification (DQ)!!!    

A Driver or Rider finishing within the 40 Hour Time Limit, but who exceeds this time limit when penalties are 

added will be assigned a DNF and will receive only start points and no placement or finishing points. 

SPEED ZONE PENALTIES are assessed for exceeding the speed limit in any zone indicated on the GPS files 
and Course Notes. Zones, speeds and data points are listed below. If you are speeding in controlled speed 
zones you will receive time penalties. Not good!! 

SCORE Stella III EVO devices collect approximately 20 data points per mile or one every 3 seconds to determine 
speed violations in controlled speed zones. A penalty will be assessed for each data point that exceeds designated 
MPH speed limit for each speed zone. 

 ➔ Time Penalty is 9 seconds for each mile per hour over Speed Zone Limit at each data point. 

For example: Maintaining the maximum speed of 60 mph you will travel 1 mile in 1 minute.  
● If you travel 61 mph for one mile, your average speed with a 180 second penalty will be 20 mph. 
● If you travel 62 mph for one mile, your average speed with a 360 second penalty will be 10 mph. 

Speed Zone Locations and Speed Limits 
SZ 
No 

Place / Location MPH SZ  Start SZ End Distance DP per 
Zone 

@ 9 sec. 
per DP 

1 Libramiento - Start Line 37 4.45 6.57 2.12 42 378 

2 Ojos Negros 37 25.32 30.20 4.88 97 873 

3 Uruapan - Santo Tomas 60 65.74 72.00 6.26 125 1125 

4 Santo Tomas  37 72.00 72.30 0.30 5 45 

5 Nativos del Valle 37 81.30 81.90 0.60 12 108 

6 Hwy 1 K75 to San Vicente  37 86.20 94.90 8.70 174 1566 

7 San Vicente - Lopez Rayon 37 95.70 100.00 4.30 85 765 

8 Camalu 37 151.60 152.20 0.60 11 99 

9 Camalu - Vicente Guerrero 37 154.70 161.30 6.60 132 1188 

10 Lazaro Cardenas - El Socorro 37 191.40 203.80 12.40 248 2232 

11 Santo Domingo Wash 37 301.90 302.80 0.90 18 162 

12 Valle de La Trinidad 37 407.95 411.50 3.55 71 639 

13 Valle T. - Villas del Sol Rd. 60 411.60 438.20 26.60 531 4779 
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14 Matomi – Old Puertecitos Rd. 60 602.85 607.38 4.53 90 810 

15 San Felipe 37 647.20 648.50 1.30 25 225 

16 Arbolito / Hwy5 Km159 37 673.91 674.63 0.72 14 126 

17 El Chinero Road Crossing 37 685.48 685.56 0.08 1 9 

18 Hwy 3 Km 79 -Km77 37 821.04 822.32 1.28 25 225 

19 Ojos Negros 37 868.25 882.11 13.86 277 2493 

20 Libramiento - Finish Line 37 891.85 898.40 6.55 130 1170 

  

  
Totals    106.13 2123 19017 

Total Speed Controlled Miles: 106.13 mi. = 2123 Data Points = 5 hr. 16 min. 57 sec. 

Virtual Checkpoints 

The race course has 359 Virtual Checkpoints (VCPs). There are 356 numbered (1-356) and 3 lettered 

(A-C). The VCPs are strategically placed to discourage short coursing. The standard penalty for failure to  

clear a standard numbered VCP within 120 FEET is 10 MINUTES. 

➔ For Special VCPs Letters “A”, “B” and “C”, the maximum distance is within 40 FEET. Failure to 

clear a Special VCP is also 10 MINUTES. 

MAJOR COURSE DEVIATIONS 

Time penalty increases for large deviations where your position on course is improved by course cutting. You will be 
penalized an additional 10 minutes per mile. In order to avoid confusion regarding the locations of the VCPs, it is 
essential to race using the official GPS course file and check for updates under RACE INFO on our SCORE website 

CHECKPOINT CLOSING TIMES - MOTOS AND QUADS - You MUST ARRIVE at each checkpoint before 
closing time. If you are late AT ANY CHECKPOINT, you will be stopped and your race is over! Failure to stop as 
directed will result in disqualification and no points. Refer to Racer Brief for projected close times. 

Check One closing times are extended ONE (1) hour in case you encounter problems early in the race. 

STAFFED CHECKPOINT LOCATIONS 

The data generated from SCORE tracking devices will verify course and checkpoint compliance providing detailed 
information for review of all course deviations and speed zone compliance. There are four (4) manned on-course 
checkpoints plus the Baja `finish. Checkpoint mileage locations are: 

Ck 1 – Rm 206.60 

El Socorro 

Ck 2 – Rm 407.95 

Valle de Trinidad 

Ck 3 – Rm 602.85 

Matomi / Hwy 5 

Ck 4 – Rm 838.50 

El Alamo 

Finish – Rm 898.40 

Libramiento Area - Ensenada 

 

STAFFED CHECKPOINTS and PENALTIES 

The penalty for missing a manned checkpoint is one (1) hour for each checkpoint missed. You are required to enter 
the coned area at Manned Checkpoints at 15 mph in a single file manner and follow directions of checkpoint 
personnel. Be prepared to stop if signaled to do so. Failure to follow checkpoint personnel directions may result in 
an additional penalty. 

The checkpoint corridor is not considered part of the race course. Checkpoint speed zone is 150 feet before 
checkpoint and 100 feet after checkpoint. Entering and exiting all checkpoint zones must be done in a safe and 
prudent manner in order to guarantee the safety of all checkpoint workers. Passing is not permitted 300 feet 
before a checkpoint. Pitting is not permitted within 300 feet before and 100 feet after a checkpoint. Penalty 
for speeding in a checkpoint zone is a minimum of 15 minutes!  

 ➔ Missing a physical checkpoint is a one (1) hour penalty for each checkpoint missed! 

Damaged Stella Device - If your Stella or SPICA tracking device is physically damaged during the event, it must be 
replaced at the next checkpoint. Failure to stop for a replacement unit will result in a 15-minute penalty for each 
checkpoint where you fail to stop. 
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Stella III EVO Tracker Not Transmitting - If your Stella or SPICA tracking device is reported to no longer be 
transmitting a tracking signal, and is not physically damaged, you will be signaled to STOP at the next checkpoint. 
Your device will be replaced. A time credit will be given for time required to replace the Stella device. 

IMPORTANT: You are responsible for damage and return of Stella III EVO and SPICA units up to the retail value 

of $1300.  Anube does offer race day insurance to protect from damage while racing. Insurance DOES NOT cover 
lost or stolen units. You will purchase this insurance when signing Anube lease agreement.  Insurance cost is $40 
payable directly to Anube. 

If you do not stop when signaled to do so, you will be assessed a 15-minute penalty for each checkpoint 
where you fail to STOP and no time credit will be given for the stop. 

If you are signaled to STOP at a checkpoint and it is determined the unit failed to transmit tracking data as a result of 
physical damage or tampering, and you failed to stop on your own, a 15-minute penalty for each checkpoint you have 
passed without stopping will be assessed. 

SPICA Tracker for Motos and Quads – Failure to transfer SPICA device from rider to rider will result in a 
penalty of 30 minutes for each checkpoint where SPICA is not carried by rider. 

SPECTATOR INJURY OR PROPERTY DAMAGE - Race competitors engaging in intentional and/or direct 
physical contact with a spectator or spectator’s property may incur penalties at the discretion of the Race Director.  If 
the Race Director determines contact was accidental, he may elect to not issue penalties. No penalty is assessed if 
spectator property is placed or thrown in front of race vehicle or is the property of the offending race team. 

All allegations of wrong doing must be submitted within one (1) hour after the last scheduled finisher in the class 
the offending vehicle is entered in and must be supported by video evidence. Penalties based on each specific 
situation. 

PIT LOCATION PENALTIES - All pits must be located on RIGHT SIDE of pavement ONLY... NO 
EXCEPTIONS! Never pit less than 30 feet and no more than 50 feet off the course. Do not pit on the outside of a 
turn or within 250 feet of the exit of a turn. Pitting is not permitted within 300 feet before and 100 feet after a 
checkpoint. Pitting in any areas other than specified will result in a 30-minute penalty if protested, or if SCORE is 
provided with evidence of violation. 

OTHER PENALTIES 
In addition to the data logger generated penalties, and special speed limit zones outlined above, other penalties may 
be assessed for violations such as pitting on highway, pitting on left side of highway, failure to obey checkpoint 
directions, unsafe entry or exit from checkpoint or endangering checkpoint workers. Penalties are at the 
discretion of SCORE Race Director. Refer to Racer Brief for additional details. 

2020 SCORE Baja 1000 Sponsors 

 
 

 

 

Thank you for choosing to race with SCORE 

The World’s Foremost Desert Racing Organization 


